Funded by Mercedes-Benz, beVisioneers is the biggest global Fellowship that equips innovators aged 16 to 28 with the training, expert support and resources to bring their planet-positive ideas to life! Now accepting applicants from South Korea!

**What does the Fellowship look like?**

A 12-month intensive hybrid-learning program that focuses on the implementation of your project.

Beyond the 12-month intensive you will have special opportunities to grow your leadership, network and impact.

- **Only a 24-hour per month commitment** – easy to fit into your existing work or university schedule!
- **1:1 mentoring and venture coaching** to help your projects take shape and accelerate
- **Apply for financial support** to enable participation in the Fellowship based on a needs assessment

**Who are we looking for?**

- You live in any of the 30+ countries we operate in – this year includes South Korea, USA, Mexico, Uganda & more!
- You are 16-28 years old at the time of application
- You have a sustainability idea or an early stage project in prototype form

- **Opportunities to win grants** to grow your projects and make impact in your local communities and beyond
- **A hybrid learning experience**, allowing you to meet with experts and other Fellows at **global events**
- **Travel, accommodation and expenses paid for**, for key Fellowship program events

**Apply now!**

sound like you or someone you know?

- beVisioneers.world
- Facebook
- Instagram
- TikTok
- LinkedIn
- Youtube